INTRODUCTION {#hbm22427-sec-0001}
============

Multitasking (MT) constitutes simultaneous engagement in two or more cognitive activities. The ability to perform multiple tasks at the same time is an important function of the central executive system \[D\'Esposito et al., [1995](#hbm22427-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}\]. This ability is becoming increasingly important in modern everyday life \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. However, there appears to be an inherent limitation to an individual\'s ability to juggle through the increasingly large number of events in their daily lives \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\], and this capability is known to impair with age \[Verhaeghen et al., [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}\]. Damage to the prefrontal cortex (PFC) is associated with impaired MT performance \[McDowell et al., [1997](#hbm22427-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}\]. Neuroscientific findings showed that, like other externally directed attention‐demanding tasks such as working memory tasks, networks mainly consisting of the lateral frontal cortex and parts of the inferior and superior parietal lobes are activated during MT \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. However, areas of the lateral prefrontal cortex such as the dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC) and ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC) also play an important role in MT performance \[Tachibana et al., [2012](#hbm22427-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}\]. DLPFC is suggested to be involved in central executive processes. Although DLPFC may have multiple functions and executive processes have diverse processes, among them particularly relevant to MT was DLPFC\'s involvement in scheduling processes in complex tasks ("task management") \[Smith and Jonides, [1999](#hbm22427-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}\]. On the other hand, an area of VLPFC, the inferior frontal junction (IFJ; in the vicinity of the junction of the inferior frontal sulcus and the inferior precentral sulcus) appears to deal with situations where multiple tasks interfere with each other \[Herath et al., [2001](#hbm22427-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}\].

Previous studies investigated the effects of MT‐training on cognitive functions and neural systems, and this training was shown to lead to improvements in untrained MT tasks \[e.g., Bherer et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}\] as well as functional activity changes during MT in regions such as DLPFC \[Dux et al., [2009](#hbm22427-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}; Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. In a study by Erikson et al.\'s \[[2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\] study, activity was decreased in most of the areas involved in task performance, but increased in DLPFC. These changes suggest that adaptation to MT leads to increased efficiency in task execution as well as learning to rely on cognitive processes involving DLPFC, such as those described above \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. On the other hand, Dux et al.\'s \[[2009](#hbm22427-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}\] study showed that decrease in interference during caused by MT training is achieved by increasing the speed of information processing for all the subtasks in MT in IFJ.

However, to our knowledge, no previous studies have investigated the effect of MT‐training on neural mechanisms such as regional gray matter volume (rGMV) and functional connectivity at rest (resting‐FC). Therefore, we determined these effects in the present study. We hypothesized that MT‐training leads to changes in brain structure and MT‐irrelevant brain functions that involve DLPFC, which plays an important role in MT. Using morphological analyses, we could determine whether and to which locations the effects of MT‐training extend beyond task‐specific functional activation. By analyzing rest‐related neural mechanisms, we (a) determined how brain regions interact with other regions, both those to which they are structurally connected and those to which they are not, and (b) investigated the state of brain regions during cognitive processes involved during rest. However, these task‐irrelevant imaging paradigms cannot dissociate the neural processes involved in each task and each cognitive component during MT, and since it is practically difficult to set up diverse control intervention conditions for dissociating these effects, we focused on the effects of MT training as a whole on these neural measures in this study. Given that the ability to perform multiple tasks at the same time is an important function of the central executive system \[D\'Esposito et al., [1995](#hbm22427-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}\] and that improvements in activities such as attention control, interference resolution, and task switching may underlie MT‐training‐related improvements in MT performance \[Bherer et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}\], MT‐training may affect cognitive functions other than simply the ability to perform multiple tasks but such effects remain unknown. We therefore investigated the effects of MT‐training on diverse cognitive functions in an exploratory manner.

Using various psychological measures, such as non‐trained MT tasks, rGMV analysis using voxel‐based morphometry (VBM), and resting‐FC analyses, we investigated the effects of MT training on these variables. Subjects in the MT training group underwent a 4‐week intensive adaptive MT training program, whereas subjects in the control group received no interventions during the same period.

METHODS {#hbm22427-sec-0002}
=======

Subjects {#hbm22427-sec-0003}
--------

Eighty‐one healthy, right‐handed university or postgraduate students (59 men and 22 women; mean age, 21.2 years; SD, 1.9 years; range 18--26) participated in this study. Of these 81 subjects, 41 were assigned to a working memory (WM) training group for another study \[Takeuchi et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\], and the remaining 40 subjects were enrolled in the present study. The relatively larger number (41) of subjects assigned to the WM training group were involved in studies that are irrelevant to this study and one purpose of those studies that involves intra‐group analyses of polymorphism. All subjects had normal vision. They were recruited using advertisements on bulletin boards at Tohoku University or via email introducing the study. These advertisements and emails specified the unacceptable conditions in individuals with regard to participation in the study such as handedness, the existence of metal in and around the body, claustrophobia, the use of certain drugs, a history of certain psychiatric and neurological diseases, and previous participation in related experiments. We provided questionnaires to all potential experimental subjects for the assessment of psychiatric illnesses and recent drug use history. In the questionnaire, subjects were asked to provide a list of all drugs that they had recently used and diseases they had or have. None had a history of neurological or psychiatric illness. These assessments, made during recruitment and through questions after recruitment, were based on voluntary self‐report. Handedness was evaluated using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory \[Oldfield, [1971](#hbm22427-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}\]. This study was conducted together with another intervention study that involved WM training \[Takeuchi et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. Both studies shared the subjects of the control group, psychological and neuroimaging outcome measures, training period, and training frequency. Groups of participants completed the pre‐ and post‐training MRI studies and psychological experiments during different predetermined experimental periods (e.g., one group participated in a 4‐week project starting from November 4th, another group participated in a 4‐week project starting from November 10th etc.). Participants were randomly assigned to an intervention group (WM or MT training group) or a passive control group. For the flowchart of this study, see Figure [1](#hbm22427-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}. The participants in the same intervention period were all assigned to the same training protocol group (WM or MT training group). This means that participants from the 4‐week period from November 4th (for example) were assigned to the WM training group if they were assigned to the intervention group, but participants from the 4‐week period from November 10th (for example) were assigned to the MT training group if they were assigned to the intervention group. The participants chose their period of participation, and they were not notified about the existence of two intervention groups before the experiment. The number of subjects in the MT training and control groups was similar, and MRI and psychological tests were performed in these groups as well as in the WM training group. The MT‐training group consisted of 20 participants (17 men and 3 women; mean age, 21.6 years; SD, 2.1 years; range 18--25). The control group consisted of 20 subjects (15 men and 5 women; mean age, 21.4 years; SD, 2.2 years; range 18--26). The MT‐training and control groups did not differ significantly (*P* \> 0.1, two‐tailed *t* tests) in basic background characteristics such as age, sex, and score on Raven\'s Advanced Progressive Matrix \[Raven, [1998](#hbm22427-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}\]. The subjects who misunderstood the rules for the psychological measures, tended to fall asleep during the psychological tests, or could not participate in the psychological experiments as planned were excluded from the relevant analyses (which means, for example, if a subject misunderstood the rule of one task, then that subject was excluded from the analysis involving that task). One subject in the MT‐training group could not undergo MRI and did not complete the procedures related to the MRI experiments. The sex mismatch of the sample (male:female, \>2:1) is likely to simply reflect the sex mismatch of the parent population (students of our university and maybe students who are willing to participate in this type of experiment). Given the sample size, it is difficult to quantify sex‐related differences in training effects in the present study, and these effects may or may not be affected by individual physiological and cognitive differences as well as sex differences. We believe that many reports of sex‐related differences fail to be replicated \[for the case of language, see Wallentin, [2009](#hbm22427-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}\] and that usually there are more individual differences than sex‐related differences \[Baron‐Cohen, [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}\]. Although there have been reports of sex‐related differences in dual tasking \[Goddard et al., [1998](#hbm22427-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}\], we are not aware of any robust sex‐related differences in the effects of dual task (MT) training. If there were any sex‐related differences in MT training effects, the results of this study were mix of the effects of two sexes and the results of this study must have been prone to represent the effects of males more strongly.

In accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (1991), written informed consent was obtained from each subject. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Tohoku University.

Procedure {#hbm22427-sec-0004}
---------

The MT‐training program consisted of in‐house developed Borland C++ programs consisting of six computerized tasks. The subjects undertook ∼4 weeks (27 days) of training, which lasted 20--60 min day^−1^ in most cases (for the average number of sessions completed, see the Training data subsection of the Results). However, the total time depended on the level and time between trials. The length of training varied because we did not control for the amount of training by time in order to avoid a situation where subjects completed a task without actually performing the task. Instead, task completion was based on the number of trials each subject completed (in other words, we controlled the length of the task based on how much subjects did the tasks). Thus, subjects could not finish a task without performing it no matter how much time had passed. Further, subjects took more time to complete a task when they did not feel well or when they were not motivated to complete the task. The log of the performance and the time taken was recorded for each trial. Therefore, we were able to determine the duration and the time at which each subject completed training. The subjects used the program provided to them on their personal computers. They were recommended to undertake MT‐training daily; two training sessions for a week were conducted in the laboratory. When they could not perform the tasks because of computer problems or illness, the subjects were allowed to miss the MT‐training session. They were also allowed to undertake MT‐training more than once a day. When the subjects attended the laboratory sessions, they stayed in the laboratory until the training session was completed and went home immediately after the session for the day ended. In the laboratory, they just completed the training sessions in the laboratory by themselves and were free to decide when they would next attend a laboratory session. However, they were instructed on how to perform the training tasks on the first training day, and this lasted for less than 20 min. The subjects were asked to come to the laboratory two times a week to ensure that they were completing the training and could perform the tasks properly at the level recorded in the log.

Performances in each block (a period when stimuli were presented sequentially) were logged in a computer file, and occasionally, the subjects were asked to mail the logs for compliance verification. MRI scanning and psychological tests were performed immediately before and after the 4‐week training period. In other words, pre‐training MRI scans and psychological tests were performed on day 1, training was provided from day 2 to day 28, and post‐training MRI scans and psychological tests were performed on day 29. The experimenter provided training feedback to the subjects as necessary.

Training Tasks {#hbm22427-sec-0005}
--------------

Six MT‐training tasks were presented during each training session. In all of these tasks, a certain type of stimulus was presented successively and randomly, and in each trial, the subjects had to push multiple buttons on a keyboard that corresponded to the stimuli presented before the next trial (the next stimulus) was initiated. In all tasks, a block (a period when stimuli were presented sequentially) consisted of 24 trials. Three of the tasks involved auditory tasks alone and were like dichotic (or multicotic) listening tasks, but dichotic listening and divided attention are considered multitasks \[Green and Vaid, [1986](#hbm22427-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Hiscock, [1986](#hbm22427-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}\]. The six MT‐training tasks were as follows: \[A\] An auditory--auditory dual task in which auditory stimuli are randomly presented in a dichotic manner. Numbers (1, 2, 3, or 4) are presented in Japanese to the left ears of the subjects. Only the first syllable is presented (i, ni, sa, or yo instead of i‐chi, ni, sa‐n, or yo‐n) such that the entire stimulus is presented despite the fast presentation rate. The subjects have to push "S" on the keyboard when they register stimulus 1, "D" for 2, "F" for 3, and "G" for 4. Japanese letters (a, i, u, or e) are presented to their right ears, and they have to push "H" on the keyboard when they register stimulus a, "J" for i, "K" for u, and "L" for e. \[B\] An auditory--visual dual task in which in each trial, one auditory stimulus (1, 2, 3, or 4) is presented in English to both ears as well as one visual stimulus (a mark in one of four locations in a vertical row). The subjects have to push "S" on the keyboard when they register stimulus 1, "D" for 2, "F" for 3, and "G" for 4. For the visual stimuli, the subjects have to push "H" for the leftmost stimulus, "J" for the stimulus immediately after the first, then "K" and "L" for the last two stimuli. For these first two tasks, performance is scored using the lower score (number of correct responses) of the two dual tasks. \[C\] An auditory--auditory--auditory triple task in which in each trial, three auditory stimuli are presented. English numbers (1, 2, 3, or 4) are presented to the left ears of the subjects, and they have to push the keys corresponding to these numbers outlined for the task \[A\]. English letters (a, b, c, or d) are presented to the right ears of the subjects, and they have to push "H" when they register stimulus a, "J" for b, "K" for c, and "L" for d. Finally, an English number (9 or 10) is presented to both ears; the subjects have to push "V" if they register "9" but not if they register "10." \[D\] An auditory--auditory--visual arithmetic triple task in which in each trial, two auditory stimuli are presented in a dichotic manner and one equation is presented onscreen. The tasks for the left and right ear stimuli are the same as those used in the task \[C\]. Finally, the onscreen equation is presented as one digit plus one digit plus an answer. In ∼50% of the trials, the presented equations are correct but they are incorrect (the correct answer plus or minus one) in the remainder. For these stimuli, the subjects have to push "V" if the equation is correct and not if it is incorrect. \[E\] An auditory--auditory--auditory--auditory quad task in which in each trial, four auditory stimuli are presented (one sound to the left ear, one to the right ear, and one to both ears but the volume of sound presented to the left ear is twice as that presented to the right ear and *vice versa*). The tasks for the sound registered in the left and right ears alone are the same as those used in the task \[C\]. The task for the combined stimulus that is louder in the left ear is the same as that in the task \[C\]. Finally, the task for the combined stimulus that is louder in the right ear involves English letters (x or y). The subjects have to push "N," if they hear "x" and not if they hear "y." \[F\] An auditory--auditory--visual arithmetic--visuospatial quad task in which in each trial, two auditory stimuli are presented in a dichotic manner and one equation is presented onscreen. In approximately half of the trials, a mark is presented in either one of four locations in the corner of the screen, and in the other half of the trials, the mark is not presented in any of the four locations. The tasks for the left and right ear stimuli and for the visually presented equations are the same as those used in the task \[D\]. When the mark described above is presented onscreen, the subjects have to push "N." For tasks C, D, E, and F, performance is scored as the number of trials in which the subjects respond correctly to all of the stimuli. A task ended after the subjects had performed the task six times (completed six blocks). In all six training tasks, difficulties (stimulus presentation rates) were modulated based on the subjects\' performances in each block. The stimulus presentation rate was modulated by multiplying by 0.99 or (100/99), i.e., the subjects\' performance in each task was expressed as X in a certain block and the stimulus presentation rate was A in that block, when X was 0--6, in the next block, the stimulus presentation rate became A(0.99)^4^, when X was 7--9, in the next block, the stimulus presentation rate became A(0.99)^10−X^, when X was 10--12, in the next block, the stimulus presentation rate did not change, and when X was 13--24, then in the next block, the stimulus presentation rate became A(100/99)^X−12^. The subjects were then allowed to advance to the next task. Training was completed for the day once the subjects had completed all tasks. As the task level was modulated as described above, the difficulty of each training task at certain presentation speed can be expressed as (initial presentation rate) (100/99)^Y^ and here Y is the task level of certain presentation speed). We calculated how each subjects in the MT group improved during training period by summing the (highest level at which subjects achieved performance of X \> 12 in the last 3 training sessions---highest level at which subjects achieved performance of X \> 12 in the last 3 training sessions) of each task. This value was used to investigate the association between neural changes following MT‐training and performance improvement of MT‐training.

Multiple (and occasionally heterogeneous) training programs \[e.g., Hogarty et al., [2004](#hbm22427-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Klingberg et al., [2002](#hbm22427-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}\] are commonly observed in this type of study of cognitive training. This procedure is, as a general rule, supposed to strengthen transfer effects \[Goldstone, [1998](#hbm22427-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}; Sweller et al., [1998](#hbm22427-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}\], but it may also make it difficult to observe the effects of each training program, which is the trade‐off we choose.

Psychological Outcome Measures {#hbm22427-sec-0006}
------------------------------

A battery of neuropsychological tests and questionnaires was administered before and after MT‐training. As described in the Introduction, we investigated the effects of MT training on diverse cognitive functions in an exploratory manner, and we did not necessarily prepare a rationale for the inclusion of all of these measures, although all of the cognitive measures did assess cognitive functions of important domains. If there are no beneficial effects of MT training, that is one answer to this purpose and those findings contribute to the science of cognitive training. Generally, the following battery was used in our previous studies \[Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. This battery included the following tests. \[A\] Raven\'s Advanced Progressive Matrices \[Raven, [1998](#hbm22427-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}\], a non‐verbal reasoning task. For the details of how this test was performed see our previous work \[Takeuchi et al., [2010b](#hbm22427-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[B\] Bochumer Matrizen‐Test \[Hossiep et al., [1999](#hbm22427-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}\] in which the task is performed groupwise and as described in Jaeggi et al. \[[2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[C\] A (computerized) digit span task, a verbal WM task. For the detail of this task, see Takeuchi et al. \[[2011c](#hbm22427-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[D\] A (computerized) visuospatial WM task. For the detail of this task, see Takeuchi et al. \[[2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[E\] Tanaka B‐type intelligence test \[Tanaka et al., [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}\], a non‐verbal mass intelligence test used for third‐year junior high school and older examinees, does not include story problems but uses figures, single numbers, and letters as stimuli. In all subtests, the subjects have to solve as many problems as possible before a certain time (a few minutes). For the details of these subtests, see Takeuchi et al. \[[2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[F\] The Stroop task (Hakoda\'s version) \[Hakoda and Sasaki, [1990](#hbm22427-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}; Takeuchi et al., [2012c](#hbm22427-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}\], which measures response inhibition and impulsivity. Hakoda\'s version is a matching‐type Stroop task requiring subjects to check whether their chosen answers are correct, unlike the traditional oral naming Stroop task. The test consists of two control tasks (Word‐Color task and Color‐Word task), a Stroop task, and a reverse‐Stroop task. In this study, we used the Word‐Color and Color‐Word tasks as measures of simple PS and the Stroop and reverse‐Stroop tasks as measures of inhibition. In the Word‐Color task, a color name (e.g., "red") is presented in the leftmost of six columns. The other five columns are painted with five colors, and subjects have to check the column whose color corresponds to the color name in the leftmost column. In the Color‐Word task, the leftmost of six columns is painted with a color and the five other columns contain color names. The subjects have to check the column with the name corresponding to the color painted in the leftmost column. In the reverse Stroop task, in the leftmost of six columns, a color name is printed in another color (e.g., "red" is printed in blue letters) and the other five columns are painted in five different colors. The subjects have to check the column whose color corresponds to the color name in the leftmost column. In the Stroop task, in the leftmost of six columns, a color name is printed in another color (e.g., "red" is printed in blue letters) and the other five columns contain color names. The subjects have to check the column with the name of the color in which the word in the leftmost column is printed. In each task, the subjects have to complete as many of the exercises as possible in 1 min. \[G\] Arithmetic tasks, similar to the ones constructed by Grabner et al. \[[2007](#hbm22427-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}\], measured multiplication performance consisting of two forms of one‐digit times one‐digit multiplication problems (a simple arithmetic task with numbers between 2 and 9) and two forms of two‐digit times two‐digit multiplication problems (a complex arithmetic task with numbers between 11 and 19). The two forms of each task are the same, but the numbers used in the problems are ordered differently. Each form of the simple and complex arithmetic tasks have to be completed in 30 and 60 s, respectively. \[H\] Kyodai SX test\'s subtests for numerical factors. This task is considered to measure the ability for complex arithmetic reasoning ability. For the detail of this task, see Takeuchi et al. \[[2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. \[I\] The SA creativity test \[Society_For_Creative_Minds, [1969](#hbm22427-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}\], which measures creativity through divergent thinking, involves three types of tasks (generate unique ways of using typical objects, imagine desirable functions for ordinary objects, and imagine the consequences of unimaginable things happening). The SA test scores the four 4 dimensions of the creative process (fluency, originality, elaboration, and flexibility) \[Takeuchi et al., [2010b](#hbm22427-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}\]. Here the sum of the graded scores of the four dimensions was used for analysis. \[J\] The shortened Japanese version \[Yokoyama, [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}\] of the Profile of Mood States (POMS) \[McNair et al., [1992](#hbm22427-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}\] measures participants\' moods. In our study, it was used to measure each participant\'s mood on the day of the experiment \[Takeuchi et al., [2011a](#hbm22427-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}\] and in the preceding week. The POMS fatigue subscale score on the day of the experiment was also analyzed to determine whether MT training induced fatigue on the day of the experiment.

Several questionnaires designed to assess the traits or states of the subjects were collected but are not described in this study. A tester blinded to the groups performed all neuropsychological assessments.

Statistical Analysis of Group‐Level Behavioral Data {#hbm22427-sec-0007}
---------------------------------------------------

Behavioral data were analyzed using SPSS 16.0 (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Because the superiority (or beneficial effects) of training was our primary interest, in our behavioral analysis, test--retest changes in the MT‐training group were compared to those in the control group using one‐tailed one‐way ANCOVAs with the differences between pre‐ and post‐test measures as dependent variables and the pre‐test scores as independent variables (*P* \< 0.05). In ANCOVAs performed in this type of study, practice effects in cognitive measurements are controlled by comparing changes in the group of interest with changes in the control group. We employed ANCOVAs instead of repeated measure ANOVAs to control the effects of pre‐test scores. Statistical experts strongly recommend to use ANCOVA instead of repeated measure ANOVA in this type of study design \[Dimitrov and Rumrill, [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}\]. With randomized designs, the purpose of ANCOVA is to reduce error variance, whereas with non‐randomized designs (or with analyses involving substantial pre‐existing group differences), ANCOVA is used to adjust the post‐test means for pretest differences among groups \[Dimitrov and Rumrill, [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}\]. One might recommend that post‐test scores be used instead of the differences between pre‐ and post‐test measures. However, in fact, when the pretest scores are included as covariates, the two analyses return the same statistical value. Unlike in the previous study involving WM training \[Takeuchi et al., [2011d](#hbm22427-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}\], one‐tailed ANCOVA was used to measure creativity. This is because while creativity and WM have certain opposing characteristics \[for the detailed discussion about this matter, see Takeuchi et al., [2011c](#hbm22427-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}\], creativity has been suggested to be associated with a wider attention span \[Mendelsohn, [1976](#hbm22427-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}\], and thus, MT‐training was hypothesized to lead to enhanced creativity. Alternatively, while MT is an essential component of WM \[Baddeley et al., [1991](#hbm22427-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}\], increased WM capacity is associated with selective attention \[Engle et al., [1999a](#hbm22427-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, two‐tailed ANCOVAs were applied to the tests of WM. Furthermore, we applied one‐tailed ANCOVA to test whether MT training increased the POMS fatigue subscale score because we were interested in determining whether MT training induced fatigue.

Image Acquisition and Analysis {#hbm22427-sec-0008}
------------------------------

MRI data acquisition was conducted using a 3‐T Philips Intera Achieva scanner. Using a MPRAGE sequence, high‐resolution T1‐weighted structural images (240 × 240 matrix, TR = 6.5 ms, TE = 3 ms, FOV = 24 cm, 162 slices, 1.0‐mm slice thickness) were obtained. For the resting state functional MRI (fMRI), 34 transaxial gradient‐echo images (64 × 64 matrix, TR = 2,000 ms, TE = 30 ms, flip angle = 70°, FOV = 24 cm, 3.75‐mm slice thickness) covering the entire brain were acquired using an echo‐planar sequence. For this scan, 160 functional volumes were obtained while the subjects were at rest. During resting state scanning, the subjects had to close their eyes but not move, sleep, or think about anything. Instructions similar to ours (eyes closed, not to think of anything in particular) have been used in representative studies of resting FC conducted by a number of other laboratories \[Damoiseaux et al., [2006](#hbm22427-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Greicius et al., [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}\]. The heterogeneity in terms of the presence of low‐frequency fluctuations in the brain and networks of resting FC are very similar during the eyes‐closed condition compared with the eyes‐open condition \[Fransson, [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}\]. We attempted to ensure that the subjects did not sleep during scans by recommending them to sleep before the MRI session and requesting that them to not sleep during the resting fMRI scan.

The resting‐state scanning was performed at the end of the MRI session. Furthermore, three images with no diffusion weighting (*b* value = 0 s mm^−2^) (b = 0 images) were obtained from 37 subjects and single *b* = 0 image was obtained from two subjects in the control group, using a spin‐echo EPI sequence (TR = 10,293 ms, TE = 55 ms, FOV =22.4 cm, 2 × 2 × 2 mm^3^ voxels, 60 slices). The mean image from the three *b* = 0 images (for the 37 subjects) or the single *b* = 0 image (for the 2 subjects) was then used for preprocessing of the imaging data. Our study subjects also participated in other studies or projects. Only some of the MRI scanning performed in this study have been described here. Because the subjects of both the training and control groups completed these procedures and since they were exactly the same across for all subjects, these procedures could not affect training‐related differences between the groups.

Preprocessing and Analysis of Structural Data {#hbm22427-sec-0009}
---------------------------------------------

VBM, which is a method for the *in vivo* study of human brain structures that can detect changes in regional gray matter caused by training \[Driemeyer et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}; Ilg et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}\], was used to investigate the effect of MT‐training on brain structures. Preprocessing of the morphological data was performed using the VBM2 software, an extension of SPM2. T1‐weighted structural images of the pre‐training scan and those of the post‐training scan were independently normalized and segmented using templates created in a previous study \[Takeuchi et al., [2010b](#hbm22427-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}\] and modulated. We used the default parameter setting and normal VBM2 protocols in these procedures. For details, see our previous study \[Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [2011d](#hbm22427-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}\]. Segmentation using SPM5/VBM5 did not work properly to our T1 weighted structural image and the extensive details of the failure of segmentation using SPM5/VBM5 and possible reasons were provided in our previous study \[Takeuchi et al., [2012b](#hbm22427-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}, [2012c](#hbm22427-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}\]. Subsequently, all images were smoothed by convolving them with an isotropic Gaussian Kernel of 12‐mm full‐width at half maximum (FWHM). Finally, the signal change in rGMV between the pre‐ and post‐intervention images was computed at each voxel for each participant. For this computation, we included only voxels with GMV values of \>0.10 in both the pre‐ and post‐training MRI scans to avoid possible partial volume effects around the borders between gray matter (GM) and white matter as well as between GM and CSF. The resulting maps representing the rGMV change between the pre‐ and post‐training MRI experiments (rGMV post − rGMV pre) were then forwarded to the group level analysis.

In the group level imaging analysis, we tested for group‐wise differences in rGMV change. We used a factorial design option in SPM5. In these analyses, the effects of the interventions, which were estimated by comparing changes in pre‐ to post‐test measures as described above, were compared between the groups at each voxel with total GMV in the pre‐measurement as a covariate. The level of statistical significance was set at *P* \< 0.05, corrected at the non‐isotropic adjusted cluster level \[Hayasaka et al., [2004](#hbm22427-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}\] with an underlying voxel‐level of *P* \< 0.0025. Non‐isotropic adjusted cluster‐size tests can and should be applied when cluster size tests are applied to non‐stationary data (i.e., not uniformly smooth), such as VBM data \[Hayasaka et al., [2004](#hbm22427-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}\].

In addition, we investigated whether pre‐existing differences in rGMV (in the preintervention scan) existed between the MT‐training and control groups at the whole brain level using ANOVA without any covariates.

Preprocessing and Statistical Analysis of Functional Connectivity Data {#hbm22427-sec-0010}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Preprocessing and analysis of the functional connectivity data were performed using SPM5 implemented in Matlab. Before analysis, BOLD images from the pre‐ and post‐training scans were corrected for slice timing, re‐aligned, and re‐sliced to fit the mean BOLD images from the pre‐training scan, which means that both the pretraining and post‐training BOLD images were aligned with the third image. Subsequent normalizing procedures were performed as described \[Takeuchi et al., [2011c](#hbm22427-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}\] using the *b* = 0 image from the pre‐training scan. They were then smoothed (8‐mm full‐width half‐maximum).

Individual‐level statistical analyses were performed using a general linear model. We removed low‐frequency fluctuations with a high‐pass filter cut‐off value of 128 s (1/128 Hz). Slow signal drifts with a period longer than this, probably not based on brain activities were removed by this value. We did not use a low‐pass filter and serial correlations in the BOLD signal were accounted for by a first‐degree autoregressive correction. Several sources of spurious variances and their temporal derivatives were then regressed by putting these variances into the following regressors: (i) six parameters obtained by a rigid body correction of head motion and (ii) the whole brain signal averaged over a whole brain mask. Such a regression procedure removes fluctuations unlikely to be involved in specific regional correlations. Correlation maps were produced by extracting the average BOLD time course from a seed region and then computing the correlation coefficient between that time course and the time course from all other brain voxels. In the present study, we examined correlations associated with the right DLPFC, which is related to the *a priori* hypothesis and showed structural changes in gray matter analysis. The right DLPFC seed region was defined previously \[Song et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}\] using WFU_PickAtlas (<http://fmri.wfubmc.edu/cms/software>). We defined the right DLPFC seed region by intersecting BA46, the right middle frontal gyrus, and gray matter in WFU_PickAtlas and then resliced the generated regions into the same spatial resolution as the preprocessed fMRI images (3 × 3 × 3 mm^3^).

In individual‐level analysis, contrast images representing changes in resting‐FC with the seed regions following the 27‐day intervention period and those before the intervention were estimated for each subject after pre‐processing. These images were then subjected to group analysis.

In group‐level imaging analysis, we tested for group‐wise differences in changes in resting‐FC with the seed region across the whole brain. We performed voxel‐wise ANCOVAs with the differences in each measure between the pre‐ and post‐scan values at each voxel as dependent variables and the prescan values at each voxel as independent variables. This analysis was performed using biological parametrical mapping (BPM) \[Casanova et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}\] implemented in SPM5 and images representing prescan resting‐FC and changes in resting‐FC. The rationale for using BPM in this manner was to correct for the effects of pre‐intervention imaging measures on a voxel‐by‐voxel basis as was the case for ANCOVA with the psychological measures. This analysis using BPM was not applied to rGMV analysis because BPM does not handle the nonisotropic adjusted cluster‐size test, which was used in the abovementioned rGMV analysis. Each imaging analysis was performed using the data of 19 subjects in the MT group and 19 subjects in the control group.

Regions with significance were inferred using cluster‐level statistics \[Friston et al., [1996](#hbm22427-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}\] implemented in SPM5. Only clusters with a *P* \< 0.05, after correction for multiple comparisons at cluster size with a voxel‐level cluster‐determining threshold of *P* \< 0.0025 uncorrected, were considered statistically significant in this analysis.

Investigation of Associations Between MT Performance Changes and Neural Changes {#hbm22427-sec-0011}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated whether there was an association between MT performance changes and neural changes where the effects of MT training were observed through simple regression analyses. We used the sum of improvement in the level in each MT task performance, as calculated above, and extracted the mean value of the pre‐ to post‐training changes in neural measures (rGMV or resting FC) in each of the significant clusters identified above.

RESULTS {#hbm22427-sec-0012}
=======

Training Data {#hbm22427-sec-0013}
-------------

Subjects in the MT‐training group completed an average of 25.65 sessions (standard deviation (SD): 1.81 sessions) and at least 21 sessions during the 27‐day intervention period. This SD as well as the average of 25.65 sessions across the 27‐day period indicates that the number of training sessions was well controlled. The level of performance (defined by the shortest interstimulus interval (ISI) for tasks in which the subjects achieved a certain level of performance in one block and a shortened ISI in the following block) in all six MT‐trained tasks was significantly increased in the last three training sessions compared with the first three training sessions (paired *t* test, *P* \< 0.001, Table [1](#hbm22427-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

The average of all subjects\' highest performances (the shortest interstimulus interval (ISI) of the tasks in which subjects achieved a certain level of performance in that block and shortened ISI in the following block) in multitasking (MT)‐trained tasks among the first and last three training sessions

                                                                  First three sessions (ms)   Last three sessions (ms)
  --------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- --------------------------
  Auditory--auditory dual task                                    1621 ± 70                   857 ± 34
  Auditory--visual dual task                                      970 ± 36                    592 ± 17
  Auditory--auditory--auditory triple task                        3496 ± 206                  1117 ± 55
  Auditory--auditory--visual arithmetic triple task               2171 ± 76                   985 ± 36
  Auditory‐auditory--auditory--auditory quad task                 6116 ± 357                  1990 ± 193
  Auditory--auditory--visual arithmetic--visuospatial quad task   2640 ± 121                  1213 ± 52

Data obtained from two subjects who could not achieve a certain level of performance in an auditory--auditory--auditory--auditory quad task during the first three sessions were removed from the calculation of the average in this task.

Effect of MT‐Training on Behavioral Measures {#hbm22427-sec-0014}
--------------------------------------------

To determine the effects of MT‐training on behavioral measures in an exploratory manner, we performed analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) of differences using pre‐ and post‐test measures as dependent variables and pre‐test scores as independent variables. This exploratory analyses of behavioral cognitive measures showed that compared with the no‐intervention (control) group, the MT‐training group had a significantly greater pre‐ to post‐test increase in performance on a Word‐Color task (*P* = 0.037), Stroop task (*P* = 0.012), and creativity test (*P* = 0.050) as well as a trend towards greater pre‐ to post‐test increase in performance on a Color‐Word task (*P* = 0.071) (Table [2](#hbm22427-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Pre‐ and post‐test scores for psychological measures (mean ± standard error of mean)

                                                             MT‐training[a](#hbm22427-note-0002){ref-type="fn"}   Control       Planned contrast   *P* value[b](#hbm22427-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   Effect size (d)[c](#hbm22427-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}                  
  ---------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ------- --------
  Nonverbal reasoning                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  RAPM[d](#hbm22427-note-0005){ref-type="fn"} (score)        29.1 ± 0.9                                           31.6 ± 0.8    29.1 ± 0.9         31.2 ± 0.9                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.242   0.232
  BOMAT[e](#hbm22427-note-0006){ref-type="fn"} (score)       8.63 ± 0.45                                          9.26 ± 0.67   7.72 ± 0.57        9.72 ± 0.54                                        MT‐training \> control                                          0.861   0.370
  WM                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Digit span (score)                                         38.2 ± 1.2                                           39.7 ± 1.7    35.6 ± 1.4         36.7 ± 1.6                                         Two‐tailed                                                      0.738   0.114
  Visuospatial WM (score)                                    29.1 ± 1.0                                           30.0 ± 0.8    27.9 ± 1.0         30.2 ± 0.9                                         Two‐tailed                                                      0.270   −0.372
  Intelligence test with speeded tasks                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Tanaka‐B type intelligence test                            114.4 ± 2.7                                          123.8 ± 2.6   112.4 ± 2.1        120.3 ± 2.8                                        MT‐training \> control                                          0.230   0.246
  Simple processing speed                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Word‐Color task (items)                                    70.2 ± 1.9                                           75.3 ± 2.3    71.6 ± 1.3         74.1 ± 1.5                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.037   0.609
  Color‐Word task (items)                                    48.8 ± 1.7                                           53.4 ± 1.5    52.1 ± 1.7         54.4 ± 1.7                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.071   0.507
  Inhibition (interference resolution)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  Reverse Stroop task (items)                                58.0 ± 2.2                                           63.2 ± 2.2    56.8 ± 2.0         61.1 ± 2.1                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.281   0.193
  Stroop task (items)                                        46.1 ± 1.3                                           49.6 ± 1.6    47.6 ± 1.8         47.9 ± 1.7                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.012   0.779
  Arithmetic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  Simple arithmetic (items)                                  32.5 ± 1.3                                           32.9 ± 1.4    31.8 ± 1.2         33.0 ± 1.4                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.769   −0.245
  Complex arithmetic (items)                                 6.11 ± 0.32                                          6.47 ± 0.66   6.72 ± 0.55        7.25 ± 0.72                                        MT‐training \> control                                          0.527   −0.023
  Complex mathematic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
  Numerical factor in Kyodai SX test                         11.6 ± 0.5                                           12.9 ± 0.6    11.3 ± 0.5         12.3 ± 0.5                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.234   0.242
  Creativity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
  SA creativity test (total grade)                           25.1 ± 1.1                                           27.5 ± 1.1    28.8 ± 1.3         27.3 ± 1.2                                         MT‐training \> control                                          0.050   0.591
  Fatigue                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  POMS fatigue subscale score on the day of the experiment   2.80 ± 2.91                                          3.05 ± 2.86   5.26 ± 3.75        5.16 ± 4.56                                        MT training \> control[f](#hbm22427-note-0007){ref-type="fn"}   0.948   −0.535

Multitasking‐training

One‐way analysis of covariances with test--retest differences in psychological measures as dependent variables and pre‐test scores of the psychological measures as covariates

Effect size estimates were calculated using Cohen\'s *d*.

Raven\'s Advanced Progressive Matrices.

Bochumer Matrizen‐Test

Higher score indicates higher fatigue, and we tested whether MT training increased fatigue on the day of the experiment.

Furthermore, the MT training group did not have a significantly greater pre‐ to post‐test increase in the POMS fatigue subscale score on the day of the experiment (*P* = 0.948) (Table [2](#hbm22427-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}). This indicates that MT training did not induce lasting fatigue.

Effect of MT‐Training on Regional Gray Matter Structure {#hbm22427-sec-0015}
-------------------------------------------------------

VBM analysis revealed that compared with the control group, the MT training group showed a statistically significant greater increase in rGMV around the left IFJ, left lateral rostral PFC (LRPFC), right DLPFC, and in an anatomical cluster that extended into the left posterior parietal region, left lateral occipital lobe, and a cluster in the left temporal region (Fig. [2](#hbm22427-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, Table [3](#hbm22427-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

MT‐training‐related regional gray matter volume (rGMV) increases compared with no intervention (control) (post‐MT rGMV − pre‐MT rGMV) − (post‐control rGMV − pre‐control rGMV)

  Area                                                                                MNI coordinates   *T* score   Corrected *P* value (cluster)          
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ----------------- ----------- ------------------------------- ------ ---------
  Inferior frontal gyrus/Middle frontal gyrus/Precentral gyrus (IFJ)              L   −48               11          39                              4.61   \<0.001
  Superior frontal gyrus/Middle frontal gyrus/Medial frontal gyrus (DLPFC)        R   14                28          48                              4.54   \<0.001
  Middle occipital gyrus/Inerior occipital gyrus                                  L   −47               −87         0                               4.45   \<0.001
  Middle frontal gyrus/Superior frontal gyrus (LRPFC)                             L   −31               63          −13                             4.38   \<0.001
  Middle temporal gyrus/Inferior temporal gyrus                                   L   −60               −2          −22                             4.32   0.001
  Inferior parietal lobule/Superior parietal lobule/Precuneus/Postcentral gyrus   L   −63               −42         43                              4.20   \<0.001

No training‐related decreases in rGMV were observed.

IFJ, inferior frontal junction; LRPFC, lateral rostral prefrontal cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.

Furthermore, whole‐brain ANOVA showed no significant regional differences in rGMV between the MT‐training and control groups before the intervention (prescan; *P* \> 0.3, corrected for multiple comparisons).

Effect of MT‐Training on Resting‐FC with the Right DLPFC {#hbm22427-sec-0016}
--------------------------------------------------------

Next, we compared changes in resting‐FC with the right DLPFC (the seed region), which plays an important role in MT, in the MT‐training and control groups. We found a statistically significant MT‐training‐related (MT‐training group vs. control group) decrease in pre‐ to post‐test measures of resting‐FC between the right DLPFC (the seed region) and an anatomical cluster that spread around the ventral anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Fig. [3](#hbm22427-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}, *x*, *y*, *z* = −6, 30, −3; *t* = 4.55; *P* = 0.018, corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster level with a cluster‐determining threshold of *P* \< 0.0025, uncorrected). This cluster largely belonged to areas that had negative resting FC with the right DLPFC (one‐sample *t* test; *P* \< 0.05, corrected for the false discovery rate). This means that the decrease in resting FC between these two areas corresponds to an increase in anticorrelation \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\].

Associations Between Neural Changes and MT Performance Changes {#hbm22427-sec-0017}
--------------------------------------------------------------

We next investigated the association between MT performance changes and neural changes where the effects of MT training were observed through simple regression analyses. The correlation between the sum of improvement in the level in each MT task performance, as calculated above, and the mean value of the pre‐ to post‐training changes in neural measures (rGMV or resting FC) in each significant cluster was tested. A significant positive correlation was observed between MT performance improvement and the mean increase in rGMV of a significant cluster in the right DLPFC (*r* = 0.542, *P* = 0.017). There were no other significant results. When the amount of training was included as a covariate in these correlation analyses (standardized partial regression coefficient (β) = 0.547; *P* = 0.020), this correlation remained significant and all other results remained insignificant. This finding may again suggest the importance of DLPFC \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\] in MT training‐related improvements and support an association between neural adaptation and behavioral improvement. However, the sample size is small, and this result is not strong considering the number of significant clusters. Therefore, this finding should be taken with caution.

DISCUSSION {#hbm22427-sec-0018}
==========

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to reveal the effects of MT‐training as a whole on rGMV and resting‐FC. MT‐training was associated with (a) increases in rGMV in the right DLPFC, left IFJ, left LRPFC, left posterior parietal region, left lateral temporal and left occipital areas and (b) decreases in resting‐FC between the right DLPFC and an anatomical cluster around the ventral ACC. Our findings suggest that participation in MT‐training is as a whole associated with task‐irrelevant plasticity (i.e., neural changes are not limited to certain specific task conditions) in regions and the network that are assumed to play roles in MT as well as diverse higher‐order cognitive functions. Exploratory behavioral analysis revealed that MT‐training was associated with marginally significant or a trend toward improvements in performance on several non‐MT cognitive tests.

VBM results showed that MT‐training as a whole led to increases in rGMV in regions involved in MT in various ways. Increases in rGMV were observed in the left RLPFC, right DLPFC, left IFJ, and left posterior parietal region, which all play a role in MT. As described in the Introduction section, the right DLPFC may be involved in in scheduling processes in complex tasks ("task management") \[Smith and Jonides, [1999](#hbm22427-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}\]. IFJ has been suggested to be involved in interference control at various levels (e.g., perceptual, motor, and/or cognitive) during MT \[Stelzel et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}\]. LRPFC mediates the human ability to hold and represent multiple pieces of information from different sources and/or to integrate these during MT \[Rubens and Zanto, [2011](#hbm22427-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Wendelken et al., [2012](#hbm22427-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}\]. Finally, posterior parietal regions are involved in spatial attention shifts \[Yantis et al., [2002](#hbm22427-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}\] and are activated during MT \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. MT‐training‐related changes have previously been observed in this region \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, these results may be interpreted as supporting the notion that MT‐training leads to an increase in rGMV in regions involved in MT. Furthermore, during multitasking, the network consisting of the lateral frontal cortex and parts of the parietal lobe is recruited \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}\]. This network is involved in a wide variety of externally directed attention‐demanding tasks \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\], and the structure of this network is suggested to be associated with fluid intelligence \[Jung et al., [2010](#hbm22427-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, the rGMV changes may be interpreted as structural plasticity in this important network, and the implications have been discussed below. On the other hand, rGMV increases were also observed in the left lateral temporal and left occipital areas. Processing speed training has previously been shown to increase rGMV and other neural changes in contingent areas \[Takeuchi and Kawashima, [2012](#hbm22427-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}\]. However, neural changes in PFC and parietal cortices have not been observed in this previous study \[Takeuchi and Kawashima, [2012](#hbm22427-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}; Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, these changes may reflect neural adaptation at the level of processing of auditory, language, and visual perception during MT training \[Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}\].

The decrease in resting‐FC between the right DLPFC and ventral ACC may reflect conditions in which cognitive resources are easily reallocated; this reallocation may be mediated by augmentation of the function of the right DLPFC through MT‐training. Certain regions show positively synchronized brain activity during rest (positive correlations between the activities of these regions) and form functional networks \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. DLPFC is the key node of this type of functional network, which consists of regions that are consistently activated during cognitive tasks \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. On the other hand, the ventral ACC and contingent medial PFC form the key node of another functional network (the default mode network or DMN), which consists of regions that are consistently deactivated during cognitive tasks \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\]. Activities of these two networks during rest show spontaneous anticorrelations \[Fox et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}\], i.e., when one network is activated, the other network is deactivated. Thus, the present finding of resting‐FC analysis, which shows a training‐related decrease in resting‐FC between the right DLPFC and ventral ACC, corresponds to an increase in anticorrelations between the two regions. Deactivation of DMN during cognitive tasks is considered to reflect the reallocation of cognitive resources from the network active at rest (DMN) to the network actively involved in the task (the network involving DLPFC) \[McKiernan et al., [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, the increased anticorrelations between the right DLPFC and ventral ACC may reflect conditions in which cognitive resources are reallocated from one network to the other. Consistently decreased anticorrelations between the DLPFC and medial PFC have been observed in patients with schizophrenia and their relatives during rest as well as while performing working memory (WM) tasks, and this is considered to reflect inefficient use of attentional resources \[Whitfield‐Gabrieli et al., [2009](#hbm22427-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}\]. The changes observed in this study may be mediated by the attention shift function of the right DLPFC \[Kondo et al., [2004](#hbm22427-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}\] (described above) and may suggest that augmentation of this function is even extended to neural processes during rest.

MT‐training‐related improvements in behavioral performance were observed in a few untrained non‐MT cognitive tasks but not in non‐verbal reasoning tasks. First, MT‐training as a whole led to a significant improvement in creativity. It has long been acknowledged that a widened span of attention that allows concurrent processing of different information sources is important for creativity \[Mendelsohn, [1976](#hbm22427-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, one speculation is that because MT‐training requires concurrent processing of multiple information sources, attentional capacity for processing multiple stimuli is increased and thus creativity is enhanced. The Stroop task was also associated with improvements in MT‐training‐related performance that may have resulted from increased efficiency of cognitive interference resolution, which is important for MT‐training tasks and Stroop performance. The observed changes in IFJ and DLPFC may underlie these improvements, considering the role and contribution of these regions in Stroop performance \[Brass et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}\]. On the other hand, the observed improvements in simple processing speed (PS) tasks (significant improvement in the Word‐Color task as well as a trend towards improvement in the Color‐Word task) may be related to the increased speed of cognitive processing at the higher‐order level caused by MT‐training \[Dux et al., [2009](#hbm22427-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}\]. Training on dual WM tasks in which subjects have to perform two WM tasks concurrently affects performance on a non‐verbal reasoning task more than training on a single WM task \[Dash et al., [2010](#hbm22427-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}\]. This finding raises the following question: does training on dual tasks or MT itself affect performance on non‐verbal reasoning tasks? MT‐training did not lead to significant improvements in performance on non‐verbal reasoning tasks in this study but this result may be observed because of a lack of statistical power in our analysis. This lack of significance in non‐verbal reasoning measures occurred despite the presence of MT‐training‐induced increase in rGMV in the frontoparietal areas as well as the association between cortical structures in the frontoparietal areas and fluid intelligence \[Jung and Haier, [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}\]. Our previous study on working memory training using mental calculations \[Takeuchi et al., [2011d](#hbm22427-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}\] also showed the effects of training on rGMV of the frontoparietal areas but failed to show the effects of the training on non‐verbal reasoning measures \[Our other study used more typical working memory training paradigms \[Takeuchi et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\] and showed divided results (marginal significance in one non‐verbal reasoning measure but no significance in another nonverbal reasoning measure), while showing rGMV changes in frontoparietal networks\]. The effect of dual WM tasks on non‐verbal reasoning measures itself is a matter of substantial controversy as different studies have shown different results, and the reasons for the differences remain unclear \[Jaeggi et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Melby‐Lervåg and Hulme, [2012](#hbm22427-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}; Redick et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, like the improvement of performance of WM, which is associated with performance of non‐verbal reasoning measures \[Engle et al., [1999b](#hbm22427-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}\] didn\'t always lead to improvement of performance of non‐verbal reasoning measures, the changes in rGMV in the frontoparietal areas may not cause (at least not always in a detectable manner) improvement in non‐verbal reasoning performance. Thus, the critical factor for improving nonverbal reasoning performance, which is a strong indicator of general intelligence, remains to be revealed.

There were a few limitations to this study. First, with regard to behavioral data analysis, corrections for multiple comparisons were not performed and the statistical values were marginal when significant or a trend toward training‐related effects were observed. However, this statistical procedure is standard in studies of this kind \[e.g., Jaeggi et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Klingberg et al., [2002](#hbm22427-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}, [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}; Mahncke et al., [2006](#hbm22427-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}; Redick et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}; Takeuchi et al., [2011b](#hbm22427-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}, [2011d](#hbm22427-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}\] and is appropriate considering the exploratory nature of the behavioral data analysis performed in this study. However, if we include the contrasts between MT training vs. WM‐training, the statistical tests for psychological procedures in this study involved 28 statistical comparisons. If we apply the two‐sharpened methods of false discovery rate procedures \[Benjamini et al., [2006](#hbm22427-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}\] to these tests, only three statistically significant results and one tendency were observed \[visuospatial WM (WM training \> MT‐training; *P* = 0.0003 corrected), digit span (WM training \> MT‐training; *P* = 0.0004, corrected), Color‐Word task (MT training \> WM‐training; *P* = 0.037 corrected), and Stroop task (MT training \> control, *P* = 0.084, corrected)\]. In case of studies of WM training, even when statistically strong training effects are observed on certain measures in one study, the effects are sometimes not observed in another and the reasons for this observation remain unclear \[Takeuchi et al., [2010a](#hbm22427-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, the behavioral results should be interpreted with caution until replicated. The next limitation of this study relates to the complex training protocols used \[Jaeggi et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Tang et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}\], which are commonly observed in this type of study whether the training is related to WM \[Jaeggi et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}\], video games \[Green and Bavelier, [2003](#hbm22427-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}\], or meditation \[Tang et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}\]. These studies typically have none of the strict control groups or conditions that are present in normal fMRI studies. Thus, the present study did not even try to reveal any MT training‐specific effect compared with that of other complex or simple cognitively demanding tasks such as simple processing speed training. The results obtained may not be specific to MT training as is the case with almost all imaging studies of cognitive training. If one denies the meaning of this study for this very reason, then almost all neuroimaging studies of cognitive training conducted till date and this entire field itself should be denied. Although it would be statistically very challenging, it would be interesting to disentangle the multiple complex cognitive training protocols and investigate MT training‐specific effects. For further limitations of this study, and the incongruence between the present longitudinal intervention studies and cross‐sectional correlation studies of cognitive functions, see our Supporting Information Discussion.

Related to this limitation, this project also involved a WM training group \[Takeuchi et al., [2013](#hbm22427-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}\]. MT and WM overlap in some respects in terms of brain activation patterns and the potential cognitive processes involved \[Erickson et al., [2007](#hbm22427-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}; Takeuchi et al., [2010a](#hbm22427-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}, [2012a](#hbm22427-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}\]. It would be interesting to compare MT training and WM training, and this comparison may reveal some specific and common effects of the training. We therefore compared the effects between these groups. For more details on the methods used and the results, please see Supporting Information and Supporting Information Fig. [1](#hbm22427-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"} and Supporting Information Table [1](#hbm22427-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. Similar to some WM training in other laboratories \[Chein and Morrison, [2011](#hbm22427-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}; Dash et al., [2010](#hbm22427-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}; Jaeggi et al., [2008](#hbm22427-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}\], the WM training tasks used in this experiment included dual WM tasks and complex WM paradigms. Therefore, our WM training and MT training tasks were likely to share cognitive components of (a) MT or divided attention, management of complex tasks, shifting attention, attention to perceptual components, cognitive control, and other central executive components such as interference resolution more or less. On the other hand, WM training was likely to specifically involve cognitive components of (b) memory or maintenance of attention on the same information or maintenance of the same information over a long period, whereas MT training might have involved greater (c) interference resolution and divided attention, speeded components, and rapid changes in the focus of attention that did not require the maintenance of the same information over a long period. In summary, the measures that showed the significant effects of the (MT training group--control group) analysis, but that did not show the significant effects of the (MT training group--WM training group) analysis included the Word‐Color task, Stroop task, and Creativity task and all of the rGMV changes that were shown in the main text. These effects might have been caused by the cognitive components of (a), but these interpretations are based on results that did not show significant group differences (since we cannot show significantly "same" effects), and thus weak. Therefore, these interpretations should be viewed with caution. Measures that showed the significant and substantial effects of the (MT training group--control group) analysis and the significant and substantial effects of the (MT training group--WM training group) analysis included the Color‐Word task and the change (reduction) in resting FC between the right DLPFC and the ventral ACC. These effects may be best understood as the effects of cognitive components (c) which were specific to or more strongly associated with MT training. Specifically, considering the functions the Color‐Word task is measuring, the performance change in this task may be caused by the effects of the speed components of MT training. Further, considering the relevance of the attentional reallocation of this resting FC (as discussed above), among the cognitive components of (c), the recruitment of a more rapid change in the focus of attention might have caused this change in resting FC. For other patterns and details, please see the Supporting Information. However, these interpretations are limited by the differences between the groups. Future studies are therefore needed to confirm the speculations arising from these results.

![Flow of participants through the study. The recruited subjects were assigned to groups in a nonarbitrary manner as described in Methods. Other than the subjects excluded in the figure, there were several instances in which subjects were excluded from analyses involving certain measures for various reasons specifically related to those measures (such as misunderstanding the rules of the measures).](HBM-35-3646-g001){#hbm22427-fig-0001}

![Effect of MT‐training on rGMV. The results are shown with *P* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the non‐isotropic adjusted cluster‐level with an underlying voxel‐level of *P* \< 0.0025, uncorrected. Compared with the control group (no‐intervention), the MT‐training group showed an increase in rGMV of the left IFJ, left LRPFC, right DLPFC, an anatomical cluster that extended into the left posterior parietal region, an area in the left lateral occipital lobe, and an area in the left lateral temporal lobe.](HBM-35-3646-g002){#hbm22427-fig-0002}

![Effect of MT‐training on resting‐FC between the right DLPFC and the rest of the brain. Decrease in resting‐FC with the right DLPFC in the MT‐training group compared with the control group (*P* \< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons at the cluster‐level with an underlying voxel‐level of *P* \< 0.0025, uncorrected). Compared with the control group (no‐intervention), the MT‐training group showed a decrease in resting‐FC between the right DLPFC and anatomical cluster that spread around the ventral ACC.](HBM-35-3646-g003){#hbm22427-fig-0003}

MT plays a key role in human central executive functions, and the PFC regions (DLPFC, IFJ, and LRPFC), ACC, the part of the parietal lobe involved in MT, and the frontoparietal network consisting of these areas are associated with diverse higher‐order cognitive functions \[Burgess et al., [2005](#hbm22427-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}; Derrfuss et al., [2004](#hbm22427-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}; Fuster, [2006](#hbm22427-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}\]. Thus, the neural changes in these areas and the network caused by MT training as a whole, have implications in relation to the plasticity of human higher‐order cognitive functioning as well as the application of MT‐training in areas such as education.
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